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Near the convent is a pretty little harbour, which I take to be Leucola Port us; and from 
hence the poor people employ themselves in fishing, with boats of a very particular texture, 
consisting of a few sticks bound together, with some very small ones laid in the hollow, where 
the fisherman sits managing his tackle, aud steering his machine with a paddle. 

From this place I returned to Larneca, through lands which though naturally good are 
quite disregarded ; and I shall finish the journal of my tour with this observation. 

"We are told that Ptolemy Soter destroyed the city and kingdom of Malum: and indeed 
not only the remains of the city are thought to be lost, but the very kingdom itself is gone. 

May not the ancient geographers, who were very inaccurate in many things, have erred 
in laying down its sit nation ? Malum, Ave know, lay east from Citinin ; now, if Chitty be the 
Citium of the ancients, Malum must have been situated where there is nothing but sea; and 
Ptolemy, instead of razing it to the ground, must have tore away the land itself, and sunk it 
in the deep : a piece of history which hath not as yet fallen in my way. But if Larnaca be 
the ancient Citium, which 1 suppose it to be, there are many places even to Cape Greco, 
extremely proper for the situation of a city; nay, there cannot be a nobler site in the whole 
island than that very point, which seems to be cut out by.nature for the purpose ; and on the 
road to Sane ta Nappa many ruins are to be seen You will say this is a bold conjecture; 
but, from all these circumstances taken together, I pronounce it to have been the seat of the 
ancient kings of Malum. 

At my return to Larneca Τ concerted with Mr Boddington, who was quite recovered, 
another tour through the province of Carpass, which we very soon put in execution. On the 
loth of June we directed our course towards the river Piroi, the ancient Giallias, not Athalas, 
as I formerly called it, upon wrong information, on the banks of which was the famous 
Idalian grove ; for the old chart gives the name of Pedius to this river, leaving the real 
Pedi η s to find a name for itself; thus Idalium cannot have been where Nicosia now is, 
but somewhere down this river eastward, near the grove ; and by comparing what you find 
in my former letter with the map I now send, you will perceive what difference there will 
always be between informations and an actual surrey As Mr Boddington had never been 
to the northward, we took my former route through the mountains, of which I have nothing 
further to say. 

From Malandrina we went towards the bay of Limeone, where vessels from the east 
come to an anchor when they cannot fetch Cerinia; and if the ground is clean and good, it 
has the appearance of a place of safety. About two or three miles farther is a bluff-head on 
which are the ruins of Sancta Marina, which has not been a mean place, for several broken 
fusts, &c. are to be seen lying scattered aronnd it. Probably it was Macaria, the situation of 
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